Cedar St. 545, sale by Succession of Wallace Vicknair, Jr. and Bertha Marie Becnel Vicknair to Victoria K. Natell, $130,000.00.

Tours Court, 241, sale by Tiera Dillon Stringer, wife of/ and Willie C. Stringer, Jr. to Rene A. Bourgeois, $140,000.00.

E. Airline Highway, 1190, sale by Cape Horn Investments, Inc. to JJS Properties of LA, L.L.C., $600,000.00.

Maple Loop, 452, sale by Kermit J. Breaux, Jr., Lisa Breaux Westermann, Lorie Breaux Bourgeois and Kyle John Breaux to Ann Hong Dinh, $114,000.00.

Devon Road, 218, sale by Robin P. Vicknair and Jane St. Martin Vicknair to Rachel Elizabeth Fabre, $255,000.00.

Lot 263, Belle Terre Two, River Oaks Sub., Phase 4, sale by Charles A. Smith to John H. Smith, Jr. and Pamelyn McKnight Smith, $47,500.00.

Ellerslie Ave. 1513, sale by Jorge A. Pineda to Licza Carina Reyes, $147,000.00.

Indigo Parkway Apt. 23, sale by Roxann Smith Etienne, Stephanie A. Smith, Rovella Smith Lucas, Roy A. Smith, Jr. and Madonna Marie Robinson to Jeffrey Ernest Batson, $118,500.00.

Jefferson St. 1655, sale by Terri D. Buckles to James Wallace, $133,000.00.

Magnolia Ave. 426, sale by Wells One Investments, LLC to Brandon D. Brown, LLC, $85,000.00.

W. 5th St., 981, sale by Garland J. Powell to Amanda S. Whitlock-Alexander, $155,000.00.

Grigio Loop, 6, sale by Constance L. Jackson to Darilyn Andrea Smith, $190,000.00.
Rue Dubourg, 128, sale by Milioto Custom Homes, L.L.C. to Jaime A. San Andres, Jr. and Natalie Leblanc San Andres, $179,000.00.

Concord Dr. 249, sale by Fritzmark Properties, LLC to Dustin M. Allemand, $152,500.00.

Belle Pointe Blvd. 1601, sale by Michael London Travis to Conan Flowers and Kim King, $124,900.00.

Champions Dr. 2125, sale by Dennis L. Banquer and Helen Hymel Banquer to Scott E. Lacy and Elizabeth Allen Lacy, $168,500.00.

Derek Lane, 87, sale by Anders J. Rosdahl and Aldina C. Rosdahl to Erick J. Rivera-Sanchez, $232,000.00.

WALLACE

Lot A32 of Sugar Lane Estates, Phase 1, sale by Bluechip Investments, LLC to Kennitra Johnson-Clayton, wife of/ and Darian K. Clayton, $21,000.00.

Lot B30 of Sugar lane Estates, Phase II, sale by Lisa L. Devlin and Shane M. Devlin to Kennitra Johnson-Clayton, wife of/ and Darian K. Clayton, $22,500.00.

Georgine Dr. 156, Donation by Alvin Narcisse, Jr. (Donor) to Jessica Fiffie Narcisse (Donee) Undisclosed Amount.

ST. JOHN

Subdivision of Hope Farm Addition No.1, Section 9, T11S, R6E, the left descending bank of the Mississippi River, sale by Succession of Warren Joseph Torres, Sr. and Nellwyn King Torres to Scott M. Delhommer, $100,000.00.

Lot C, being a portion of the Edward Vicknair Estate, sale by River Parish Financial Services, LLC to Rodney Joseph False, husband of /and Susan T. Folse, $3,000.00.

Lot 68, Section 35 and 27, T13S, R8E, carved from property of Lakeshore Estates, Inc., sale by Ronnie J. Malbrough to Geneva R. Breaux, wife of/ and Thomas A. Breaux, $20,000.00.
Lot No. 29, Plantation Oaks Sub, Unit No. 1, sale by Tashia Cambre Howard to A Plus Construction, LLC, $35,000.00.